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NOUNS 

agriculture= the science or practice of farming.   

animal kingdom=   

burrow= a hole or tunnel in the ground made by animals such as rabbits for them to live in.  

climate= the regular pattern of weather conditions of a particular place.                

crop(s)= a plant that is grown in large quantities, especially as food.    

decline= a continues decrease in the number, value, quality, etc. of sth.  

den= the hidden home of some types of wild animals.  

disaster= catastrophe.  

ecological= connected with the relation of plants and living creature to each other and to their environment.  

ecology= the relation of plants and living creatures to each other and to their environment.  

evolution= the gradual development of plants, animals, etc. over many years, from simple to more complicated forms.  

extinction= a situation in which a plan, an animal, a way of life, etc. stop existing. 

fauna=  all the animals living in an area or in a particular period of history. 

flora= the plants of a particular area, type of environment or period of time.  

genetics= the scientific study of the ways in which different characteristics are passed from each generation of    
                 living things to the next.  

habitat= the place where a particular type of animal or plant is normally found.                

human nature=  the ways of behaving thinking and feeling that are shared by most people and are considered to  
                          be normal.  

insect= any small creature with six legs and a body divided into three parts insects usually also have wings.  

Mother Nature= the natural world.  

pesticides= a chemical used for killing pests, especially insects.   

predator= an animal that kills and eats other animals.  

prey= an animal, a bird, etc. that is hunted, killed and eaten by another.  

repercussions= an indirect and usually bad result of an action or event that may happen sometimes afterwards.-  
                       consequence.  

scent= the smell that a person or an animal leaves behind and that other animals such as dogs can follow. 

species= a group into which animals, plants, etc. that are able to breed with each other are divided, smaller than  
              a genus and identified by a Latin name.  

soil= the top layer of the earth in which plants, trees, etc. grow.  

vegetation= plants in general, especially the plants that are found in a particular area or environment.                
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vermin= wild animals or birds that destroy plants or food or attack farm animals and birds.   

weed= a wild plant growing where it is not wanted.  

ADJECTIVE 

arid= (of land or climate) having little or no rain, very dry.   

catastrophic= one that costs a very large amount to treat.  

disastrous= very bad, harmful or unsuccessful.  

domesticated= to make a wild animal used to living with or working for humans or to grow plants or crops for    
                          human use.                

endangered= it may soon no longer exist.   

extinct= no longer in existence.  

genetically=  friendly and cheerful.  

introduced= to bring a plant, an animal to a place for the first time.  

native= existing naturally in a place.  

natural= existing in nature; not made or caused by human beings.  

resistant= not effected by sth- able to resist sth.   

semi- arid= Ex: the meerkat is found exclusively on the semi- arid plains of southern Africa. 

tropical=  coming from, found in or typical of the tropics. 

vulnerable= weak and easily hurt physically or emotionally.  

wild= living or growing in natural conditions; not kept in a house or on a farm.  

VERB  

adapt= to change sth in order to make suitable for a new user or situation – modify.   

combat= to stop sth unpleasant or harmful from happening or from getting worse.  

cultivate= to grow plants or crops.   

eradicate= to destroy or get rid of sth completely, especially sth bad.                

evolve=  to develop gradually over many generations from a simple form to a more complicated one.  

hibernate= to spend the winter in a state like deep sleep.  

tolerate= put up with. 

  

. Natural is the adjective we must take care of the nature. NOT natureWe say we must take care of 
.it is a natural processform: it is a natural process. NOT  

  


